I work in a small rural hospital and am responsible for all supply functions as well as sterile processing. Our storage space is very limited and I was wondering if it was required to store sterile and unsterile supplies in different rooms or locations or would it be acceptable to store them together in the same room, cupboard or storage cart? The only space I have allocated for supply storage is being divided to expand one of the ORs and I will be losing approximately 50 square feet of space. Of course I contested losing the space but the OR director said that I would have to find a way to make things work because patient-needs come first.

The best practice would be to ensure that sterile items are stored separately from clean, unsterile supplies and equipment. Understandably, there might be circumstances where sterile and unsterile items will need to be stored in close proximity to one another or perhaps even in the same cupboard or cart. In such situations it is best to provide some identified separation between the sterile and unsterile clean supplies and equipment. It is important to provide conditions that will protect the sterile items from possible contamination or damage, which could compromise the sterile integrity and sterility maintenance of the sterile package.

Sterile items should be placed on the upper shelves and the clean supplies and equipment should be placed on the lower shelves below the sterile items to help minimize the likelihood of dust, lint or other debris from falling on the sterile items. For added protection, another option is to place the sterile items in rigid storage bins and or dust covers. Shelving should be well organized, clearly marked to identify products and the sterile storage space. This will help eliminate the unnecessary over-handling of sterile packages when looking for a needed item.

Also, sterile stock should be rotated to ensure older items are used first. Attention should also be taken to manage inventory levels avoiding overstocking situations which, not only wastes valuable space, but also increases the potential for contamination.

I recently attended a seminar on cleaning surgical instruments and the presenter reviewed the various cleaning tools that should be used, such as brushes, spray guns, magnifiers, etc. They also reviewed the use of washer disinfectors, cart washers, AERs and ultra-sonics. I was surprised and puzzled when she said that instruments with carbide inserts could not be processed in an ultra-sonic washer. We always run our needle holders with inserts through the ultrasonic and have had no known problems. Should we not be doing this?

This question comes up frequently. I have consulted with several instrument manufacturers and repair companies. They all stated that the carbide insert needle holders can be washed in the ultra-sonic, assuming the hospital is using a validated process and cleaning products. You should always obtain and follow the specific instrument manufacturer’s IFU for the care and handling of their individual instruments and other medical devices.

The carbide inserts, after normal wear and tear, will need to be replaced. It is very important that you use a reputable and qualified instrument repair company. As is the case with all surgical instrumentation, it is wise to have a preventative maintenance program in place where all instruments receive routine professional inspection and appropriate servicing. When the inserts are replaced, they are secured with silver-copper-tin-zinc alloy that forms a strong bond between the insert and instrument jaw. In extreme cases, if corrosive cleaning agents such as strong oxidizers and those with a high acid base are utilized over time, they will cause pitting that can affect silver solder and any aggressive cleaning and mechanical action including ultrasonic could loosen the insert. Follow manufacturers IFUs and utilize the appropriate chemical cleaning agents and there should be no problem processing carbide insert instruments in the ultrasonic.
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